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Abstract 

The purpose of fundus imaging is to examine the anomalies related to diseases that affect the 
eye. A fundus image plays a crucial role in the observation and detection of various 
ophthalmological diseases. The majority of earlier researchers have concentrated their 
approaches on the identification of individual diseases from fundus image. But, simultaneous 
detection of multi-disease from fundus image is still facing a great challenge. To the patient, 
there is a chance of having more than one disease while diagnosing either or both the eyes. So, 
it is planned to address this challenge by designing a framework which can detect multi-disease 
from fundus image with improved accuracy. This paper proposes a novel Multi-Disease 
Classification Framework (MDCF) by incorporating ensemble neural architectures. In the 
proposed framework, the initial task is to perform preprocessing on the dataset with certain 
steps like: contrast enhancement, oversampling, resizing, and normalization. The MDCF will be 
conceded in two stages: the first stage is to detect whether the fundus image is at disease risk 
or not and the second stage is to classify multi-disease on fundus image. Two convolutional 
neural networks Densenet201 and EfficientNetB4 were used for disease risk detection and in 
addition to these two networks ResNet105 is added for multi-disease classification. Retinal 
Fundus Multi-disease Image Dataset (RFMiD) is used for training and validation of the proposed 
work. The MDCF is tested on Ocular Disease Intelligent Recognition (ODIR) 2019 dataset and 
the output demonstrated that the proposed work is performing well compared to the other state-
of-the-art results. 

Keywords— Fundus Imaging; Multi-Disease Classification; Convolutional Neural Network; 
Ensemble Approach; Deep Learning; Ophthalmological Diseases; 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A retinal tissue with thick layer which can draw the posterior of the eye inwards can be 
converted in to neural signals from incident light.  The signals can be managed with the 
visual cortex of a brain in order to identify the object/scene. The overall health of a 
person can also be assessed by the analysis of retinal tissue. In the process of analysis 
of retina image involves various imaging techniques such as optical coherence 
tomography (OCT), fundus and fluorescein angiography. But, OCT imaging technology 
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is quite expensive; whereas fundus imaging was an invasive and economical way for 
diagnosing eye diseases. Ophthalmologists use fundus imaging as a primary modality to 
diagnose “Diabetic Retinopathy (DR), Glaucoma, Age-related Macular Degeneration 
(AMD), Cataracts, Hypertension, and Myopia” diseases [1]. There is a dearth of timely 
and effective cure in the short terms, which will origin irreversible visual impairment. 

Therefore, primary recognition and treatment of fundus diseases is very crucial. Fast 
growing technology like AI can help ophthalmologists based on comprehensive medical 
data while diagnosing and also offers new approaches to improve the level of analysis 
and treatment of eye disease in major hospitals. A mixture of AI and ophthalmology 
medical therapies can encounter the practical needs of patients with diseases. In 
ophthalmological image analysis most of the research is restricted to specific diseases. 
The main objective of this paper is to design and develop a Multi-Disease Classification 
Framework (MDCF) which is competent of discovering a wide variety of eye diseases 
from fundus image for multi-class classification of ophthalmic diseases. To the best of 
our knowledge this is one of the best solution in terms of classification accuracy 
achieved so far when compared with earlier works on RFMiD dataset. 

However, still challenges are there in using convolutional neural network (CNN) for 
fundus image research. Firstly, fundus image classification with multi-label was further 
usual and concrete problem, as the actual images in the real life involves multiple 
diseases. Secondly, it is tough to acquire adequate accurate fundus images, exclusively 
on some special fundus diseases. Thirdly, in the face of inadequate data and 
unavoidable image noise, training a single model to productively attain high diagnostic 
accuracy is challenging. 

The Figure 1 shows sample fundus image from Retinal Fundus Multi-Disease Image 
Dataset (RFMiD) [2]. The proposed work aims at developing a Multi Disease 
Classification Framework (MDCF) in two stages. The first stage is to detect whether the 
fundus image is at disease risk or not. If the image is at risk, then in the second stage it 
will classify diseases on single image if it contains. To increase the classification 
accuracy pre-processing is also adopted in this framework. The proposed approach 
includes high enactment and simplification competencies of deep learning methods for 
classification. Ensemble based approach with pre-trained CNN is suggested to classify 
images into Twenty Eight kinds of diseases. 
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Figure 1: Fundus image from RFMiD dataset (a) DR (b) AMD (c) Media Haze (MH) [2].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the literature and 
Section 3 enlightened about proposed transfer learning with ensemble based approach 
for classification. Results and evaluation criteria were discussed in Section 4. Finally, the 
work is concluded in Section 5. 

2. LITERATURE 

A multi-class multi-label classification method [3] is suggested for the identification of 
ophthalmological diseases. This approach is based on transfer learning approach. There 
are two models proposed for the disease identification. The method uses four different 
CNN architectures along with dual dissimilar optimizers. Upon experimentation it is 
confined that the multi-class classification performance is increased with VGG16 along 
with SGD optimizer. This method uses ODIR 2019 dataset for experimentation. This 
work [4] performs multi-label classification ensemble model with the help of EfficientNet 
architecture. This approach has divided in to two parts: feature extraction process is the 
first part with the help of EfficientNet network and in the second part with the help of 
custom neural network architecture multi-label classification is performed. This method 
also uses ODIR 2019 dataset for experimentation. By considering multiple models as 
ensemble the recognition result is obtained from the fused output probabilities of various 
models. 

To achieve correlations between paired fundus photography a Dense Correlation 
Network (DCNet) [5] is suggested. DCNet is comprised of CNN as a backbone along 
with spatial correlation module and a classifier to perform disease classification. The 
spatial correlation module is responsible to fuse the extracted features from 
corresponding fundus image in pixel wise manner. The decisive convolution network [6] 
with some pre-processing steps along with cross-entropy based loss function is used for 
better classification accuracy. This network classifies eight types of ophthalmological 
diseases from fundus image. 

An attention map mechanism with shallow CNN architecture [7] is proposed as a deep 
CNN which consists of significant features emphasized through CNN at several stages. 
Heatmaps are assembled using gradient class activation charting and expended for 
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recognition of ocular diseases such as “AMD, Diabetic Retinopathy, and Glaucoma on 
the privately collected database”. The similar kind of approach [8] has been proposed 
with dual pre-trained networks. VGG16 and InceptionV3 are used as ensemble approach 
for disease classification. A transfer learning based approach [9] is investigated for the 
association amongst the no. of classes and fully-connected layers for ophthalmology 
diseases.  

Multiple pre-trained networks were used as a transfer learning method for fundus image 
classification [10, 11] and also framework based approaches on fundus images [12, 13]. 
Generally for diagnosing retinal fundus images, there are certain basic steps [14] which 
can be performed like Optic Disc segmentation [15], Optic Cup segmentation [16], 
Lesions segmentation [17] and finally disease classification. But this is a single disease 
classification which will encounter in the last step. Whereas multi disease classification is 
a challenging task. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM AND METHODOLOGY 

The aim of this work is to develop a multi disease classification framework. This 
framework consists of three stages: pre-processing, disease risk detection and multi 
disease classification. The pre-processing stage includes augmentation, upsampling, 
resizing and normalization. Disease risk identification can be done with the help of two 
CNN architectures namely: Densenet201 and EfficientNetB4. Multi-disease classification 
stage is an ensemble approach consisting of three CNN architectures Densenet201, 
EfficientNetB4 and ResNet105. The above mentioned stages will be discussed 
elaborately in the further sub sections. 

3.1 Dataset 

The dataset considered in this work is 
the new “Retinal Fundus Multi-
Disease Image Dataset (RFMiD) 
which consists of 3200 fundus images 
for which 1920 is available for training 
purpose. These images were captured 
by three different fundus cameras 
having a resolution of 4288x2848 (277 
images), 2048x1536 (150 images) and 
2144x1424 (1493 images), 
respectively.  

       Figure 2: Class Distribution of RFMiD Dataset 
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These images were captured by a retinal specialist at an Eye Clinic and public screening 
camp organized at the Center of Excellence in Signal and Image Processing, SGGS 
Institute of Engineering and Technology both located in Nanded, India. The dataset was 
published associated to the Retinal Image Analysis for Multi-Disease Classification 
(RIADD) challenge from the ISBI 2021” [18]. The annotation frequency of each class can 
be seen in the below Table 1 and in the Figure 2. 

Table 1: Annotations Available in the Training Dataset. 

Disease No. of Samples Disease No. of Samples 

Disease Risk 1519 AH 16 

DR 376 ODP 65 

ARMD 100 ODE 58 

MH 317 ST 5 

DN 138 AION 17 

MYA 101 PT 11 

BRVO 73 RT 14 

TSLN 186 RS 43 

ERM 14 CRS 32 

LS 47 EDN 15 

MS 15 RPEC 22 

CSR 37 MHL 11 

ODC 282 RP 6 

CRVO 28 OTHER 34 

TV 6 Normal 401 

3.2 Pre-Processing 

The purpose of pre-processing is to make the dataset flexible and suitable to the models 
considered in the training process. As an initial step in this stage, Image augmentation 
[19] has been performed with rotation and flipping operations. In turn can help the model 
to understand the data in different ways. When there is a un-uniformity in the distribution 
of classes, there exists a problem of class imbalance. In order to address this issue, 
upsampling [20] is the technique used in this pipeline to balance the class. After 
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performing the upsampling method the dataset has been increased from 1920 samples 
to 3215 samples. 

As the developed framework consists of various CNN models for detection and 
classification tasks. It is necessary to resize the original images to the size of each 
individual network. So in order to address this issue, resizing has been performed on 
original samples as per the model requirement. Before sending the image to the CNN, it 
is been applied value intensity normalization as a final pre-processing step. “The 
intensities were zero-centered via the Z-Score normalization approach based on the 
mean and standard deviation computed on the ImageNet dataset” [21]. 

3.3 Ensemble Architectures 

After completing the pre-processing step, the next task is to identify whether the fundus 
image is having disease risk or not. The disease risk detector is composed of two CNN 
architectures: Densenet201 [22] and EfficientNetB4 [23]. The two neural networks were 
trained separately with disease risk class labels from the dataset ignoring the other class 
labels. The two architectures were trained rigorously for 100 epochs which can be 
capable to detect whether the fundus image is at disease risk or not. Binary Cross-
Entropy (BCE) loss [26] is used as loss function for this detector neural networks, 
because these networks needs to detect whether disease present or not. The BCE loss 
is defined as in equation 1. 

  ( )    
 

 
∑   
 
       ( (  ))  (    )      (   (  ))  

where y is the label (1 for having disease risk and 0 for not having disease risk) 
and p(y) is the predicted probability of the point being having disease risk for all 
N points. 

Once the detection stage has performing well for identifying the diseased image then the 
classifier stage will perform its operations. The multi-disease classifier consists of 
Densenet201, EfficientNetB4 and ResNet105 [22-24] architectures. The three neural 
networks were trained individually for 28 classes (excluding disease risk) of 
ophthalmology diseases. These three architectures were trained rigorously for 100 
epochs which can be capable enough to classify multi-disease from fundus image. Focal 
loss [25] is used as loss function for this classifier, because these networks need to 
detect multiple diseases simultaneously. Multi-class classification with focal loss is the 
best option in case of imbalanced datasets. The focal loss is defined as in equation 2. 

  (  )      (    )
    (  )    

where, pt is the probability for the correct ground truth class t, γ a tunable focusing 
parameter and αt the associated weight for class t. The complete framework has 
shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Proposed Multi-Disease Classification Framework 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The CNN architectures used for disease risk detector and classifier is ensemble with 
Stacking technique. Stacking is apprehensive with connecting multiple classifiers 
generated from different CNNs on a single dataset which consists of pairs of feature 
vectors and their classifications. The final prediction result is of Multi-disease 
classification on a fundus image. The chosen models were employed by using training 
set of 3215 samples and evaluation set of 640 samples. For assessing the performance 
of models the developed framework is tested on ODIR 2019 dataset. The predicted 
labels were evaluated with the help of area under curve (AUC), precision, recall and F1 
Score metrics. All metrics were defined in the equations 3, 4, 5 respectively. 
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The developed model is evaluated on RFMiD dataset and the attained AUC values were 
shown in Table 2. Whereas the proposed framework is tested on ODIR 2019 dataset 
and the projected performance metrics has shown in the Table 3. 
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Table 2: Model and Its Performance on RFMiD Dataset. 

Model Type Architecture AUC 

Detector DenseNet201 0.97 

Detector EfficientNetB4 0.98 

Classifier DenseNet201 0.97 

Classifier EfficientNetB4 0.96 

Classifier ResNet150 0.97 

Ensembler Stacking 0.98 

 

The proposed framework is built on minimal pre-processing steps and stacked with 
prominent CNN architectures in order to perform disease detection and classification 
task. The prediction of multi-disease on fundus image with ensemble of deep learning 
models has attained better performance compared with existing approaches. Still there is 
a scope to improve this work by including other pre-processing steps like class 
weighting, padding and many more. 

 

Table 3: Performance Comparison of Proposed Framework with Existing Approaches on 
ODIR Dataset. 

Author Method AUC F1score 

Neha Gour et al. [3] Two VGG16 84.93% 85.57% 

J. Wang et al. [4] EfficientNetB3 74.23% 89.21% 

C. Li et al. [5] ResNet-101 93.01% 91.32% 

M. T. Islam et al. [6] Shallow CNN 80.50% 85.00% 

C.C. Jordi et al. [8] VGG16 multi-class 88.71% 81.76% 

Proposed Approach Stacking 97.42% 94.32% 

 

Considered neural network architectures are proved efficient in classification tasks. The 
consideration of these CNNs has proven it can perform well either individually or 
stacked. Further we can consider even better architectures for this task and also we can 
make use of other ensemble techniques like bagging and any other. Cross validation is 
also another technique to validate the proposed model among the bagged architectures. 
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Still there exist better loss functions and optimizers while training the network. The 
parameter fine tuning is also another future task which may increase the framework 
performance. 

5 CONCLUSION 

This paper main objective is to design and develop a framework to attain disease 
detection and classification tasks. To address the difficulties facing by the 
ophthalmologists while diagnosing multiple diseases on fundus image this approach will 
stand as a second reference for them. MDCF comprises of pre-processing, ensemble 
detectors and classifiers stages. Later based on stacking technique prediction has been 
produced with multi-disease classification. The projected performance is quite superior to 
existing literature. Further this can be improved with additional pre-processing steps, 
other neural network architectures and with different ensemble methods. 
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